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Lynchburg College Music Department
Master of Arts in Music
Graduate Handbook, 2012-2013
Overview
The Lynchburg College music department offers a Masters of Arts in Music focusing on Choral
Conducting and Instrumental Conducting. This program is designed for completion during the
summer term (a six-week term); however, applied lessons, practicum, and ensemble participation
are offered during the fall and spring semesters. This summer degree program assists music
educators and conductors who seek opportunities to advance his/her conducting skills without
forfeiting their current positions of employment.
Masters of Arts in Music (Conducting) Program Objectives
The purpose of this program is to extend and broaden the professional competency of conducting
professionals in schools, churches, and community organizations. This degree affords students the
opportunity to further professional development and seek or advance careers in conducting, secure
education positions at the post-secondary level, and prepare for doctoral programs in choral or
instrumental conducting.
Upon completion of this program, the student should be able to:
1. Develop and refine technical skills and attain mastery of instrumental/choral conducting
and demonstrate technical proficiency and expressive qualities in conducting
2. Understand the choral, orchestral, or band repertoire in its historical context and
understand various aspects of musical style and historical performance practice
3. Describe methods for locating choral or instrumental literature and be acquainted with
various resources to assist in acquiring quality choral or instrumental literature; including
various web resources, publishers, library, and retail sites, etc.;
4. Analyze and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of musical elements,
conducting considerations, and pedagogic considerations.
5. Demonstrate effective rehearsal techniques and pedagogical skills

Admission
Requirements for Admission
1. Applicants for the Master of Arts in Music degree must hold an appropriate undergraduate
music degree from an accredited institution. A minimum overall GPA (QPA) of 3.00 and
music GPA (QPA) of 3.00 is expected.
2. Lynchburg College graduate studies admission criteria does not guarantee MA in Music
program admission.
3. Graduate Admission to Lynchburg College combined with graduate music faculty entrance
evaluations of rehearsal techniques, conducting performance, and demonstration of
vocal/instrumental skills will be considered.
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Admission Process to Lynchburg College and Master of Arts in Music
A Master's degree candidate may apply to Lynchburg College by completing a ‘hard-copy’
application or online application. Before the admissions committee can consider an application for
admission to a degree program, a candidate’s file must be complete in all details, including the
following:
Admission Requirements for Graduate Study at Lynchburg College
Students considering graduate admission to Lynchburg College will:
1. complete a degree application form, including the personal essay focused on career goals;
2. provide an official transcript documenting receipt of a bachelor’s degree from an institution
accredited by a regional accrediting association (include undergraduate/graduate
transcripts that reflect relevant work which is not on the bachelor’s degree transcript);
3. demonstrated academic aptitude as indicated by a satisfactory undergraduate record. (In
general, this implies an average of B or better for at least the last two years of
undergraduate work.);
4. secure three letters of recommendation from individuals who are familiar with the
academic performance and/or work experience of the candidate;
5. submit a $30 non-refundable application fee (not applied toward college expenses). This fee
is waived for online applications.
NOTE: Applicants for whom English is not the primary language are required to submit scores
from the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
Admission Requirements for Master of Arts in Music Study at Lynchburg College
1. Admission to Graduate Study at Lynchburg College as outlined above.
2. Graduate music faculty will complete a MA in Music Entrance Evaluation for each
potential student (Appendix A-1). This assessment contains a summary of items listed
below:
a. Potential Master of Arts in Music students will have a minimum of one-year
conducting/teaching experience;
b. A video recording detailing a twenty-minute ensemble rehearsal demonstration.
Rehearsal will include work on two pieces of contrasting style. Entrance
Benchmark: 50% (17.5 of 35) of assessment criteria will earn the designation of
Good or above. (Appendix A-2)
c. A video recording detailing a thirty-minute ensemble performance. The excerpt
will include performances of at least three works of contrasting style. Entrance
Benchmark: 50% (12 of 24) of assessment criteria will earn the designation of Good
or above (Appendix A-3). Performance video must be taken so facial expressions are
evident.
d. A video recording demonstrating music competency in one area of applied study
(vocal or instrumental). The excerpt will include performances of at least two
works of contrasting style. Entrance Benchmark: A score of 50 or above on the
Music Competency in Applied Study (Instrumental) Evaluation (Appendix A-4) or
Music Competency in Applied Study (Vocal) Evaluation (Appendix A-5).
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Transfer students
Lynchburg College will accept up to six semester hours of equivalent graduate work transferred
from other institutions (i.e., out-of-residency credit) into a graduate degree program. Transfer
credits are subject to the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Acceptance of credits depends on the appropriateness and applicability of credits to the
degree program and comparability of the credit earned.
Courses must be comparable to Lynchburg College course requirements or be acceptable
as appropriate for the student’s program of study. The graduate student must make this
request in writing to the faculty advisor.
Courses must have been completed at a regionally accredited institution.
Courses must be fully acceptable and applicable to comparable degree programs at the
offering institutions.
Transfer credit is not allowed for a course counted within a completed graduate degree
program at another institution.
Courses must be submitted on an official transcript that indicates regular disciplinary
prefixes, graduate-level course numbers, and titles. An official transcript of the transfer
course and a copy of the course description from the appropriate academic year catalogue
must be submitted with the student’s written request to the faculty advisor.
Continuing education, professional development, and in-service courses are not
transferable unless the course(s) is (are) fully acceptable and applicable to a comparable
degree program at the offering institution.
No course with a grade of C+ or below will be considered for transfer credit into any
graduate degree programs.
Any courses proposed for transfer credit, whether taken before or after admission to
Lynchburg College, must receive the approval of the student’s advisor, the dean of the
specific academic school, and the dean of graduate studies. (A special form is provided for
this purpose.)

Length of Study
The Master of Arts in Music degree program is intended as a summer graduate program with
completion possible within three/four summers. All three-credit hour classroom/lecture courses
are available during the summer semester ONLY. Classes in private settings, such as private
applied vocal/instrumental lessons, applied conducting lessons, choral/instrumental practicum,
and graduate ensembles can be taken during the fall and spring semesters. In such cases, several
LC performance ensembles provide ample podium time for graduate conducting students. The
following three scenarios are offered as degree completion possibilities:
OPTION A: Completion of the degree in four summers
OPTION B: Three summers and one academic semester. This alternative may be
attractive for local music educators. During the fall and spring semesters, student can opt
to take graduate ensembles, private applied lessons, practicum credits, and applied
conducting lessons.
OPTION C: Three summers and one academic year. This option is granted to
international students who plan to continue their studies at the doctoral level.
Traditionally, these students need additional time to improve their English skills. Students
complete required graduate courses during the summer semesters and ensembles, applied
lessons, and private conducting lessons during the fall and spring. In order for
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international students to remain in the United States of America, they must maintain fulltime student status (9 academic credit hours). Students may be advised to take additional
English courses and upper level music classes (300-400) at the undergraduate level.
Students will be informed about the additional cost of this program.

Admitted Students
New student orientation:
Orientation for newly admitted graduate students can be accessed online at
http://www.lynchburg.edu/x28316.xml . This information include information pertaining to
• Academic Calendars
• Business/Cashier’s Office
• Campus Map
• Catalogue http://www.lynchburg.edu/gradcatalog
• Centralized Check-In
• Graduate Studies Website http://www.lynchburg.edu/graduatestudies
• Health and Counseling Services
• Information Desk
• Information Technology Resources
• Knight-Capron Library http://www.lynchburg.edu/library.
• Moodle
• Program Orientation Information
• Publications/Information
• Registration
• Student Advising
• Wilmer Writing Center
Program Orientation Information
Information pertaining to the Master of Arts in Music including student expectations can be
accessed online at http://www.lynchburg.edu/musicma.
Graduate students in the Master of Arts in Music program should contact the Director of
Graduate Studies (Music) to register for classes and obtain specific information pertaining to
Diagnostic and Placement Examinations.
Hebb Music Center Hours
Hebb Music Center will open at 7:00 a.m. and close at midnight on weekdays. The building is
locked at all times for the protection of students, instruments, and facilities. Students actively
practicing at 11:00 p.m. may remain in the building to continue practicing with the understanding
that doors will be securely closed upon departure. Security will monitor the practice area nightly.
All practice must conclude at 1:00 a.m.
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Technology Assistance at Lynchburg College
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Master of Arts in Music Curriculum
The Master of Arts in Music candidate must complete thirty-six hours of course work. Each
student will successfully complete the capstone experience (MUSC 699: Graduate Project), which
includes a researched program note document and full conducting recital. In addition, candidates
must pass a comprehensive examination (written and oral) in applied conducting, music theory,
and music literature.
1. Music Core Courses (14 credit hours)
One course in Research Methods:
MUSC 621 Research Methods in Music (3 credits)
Two courses in Music History (6 credits): Take two from the following four courses
MUSC 624 Music and Literature of the Baroque Era (3)
MUSC 625 Music and Literature of the Classical Era (3)
MUSC 627 Music and Literature of the Romantic Era (3)
MUSC 628 Music and Literature of the Twentieth and Twenty-first Centuries (3)
One course in Music Theory (3 credits)
MUSC 626 Analysis and Performance
One graduate project: Program notes and full conducting recital
MUSC 699 Graduate Project (2 credits)
2A. Choral Conducting (22 credit hours)

2B. Instrumental Conducting (22 credit hours)

MUSC 603 Applied Music – Voice
(1 credit hour x 4 semesters)

Applied Music (1 credit hour x 4 semesters)
MUSC 601 (Piano)
MUSC 602 (Organ)
MUSC 604 (Woodwind)
MUSC 605 (Brass),
MUSC 606 (Percussion)
MUSC 607 (Strings)

MUSC 612 Graduate Ensemble – Choral Union (1
credit x 4 semesters)
MUSC 614 Applied Conducting-Choral
(1 credit hour x 4 semesters)
MUSC 631 Practicum in Choral Conducting
(1 credit x 4 semesters)
MUSC 632 Choral Methods and Pedagogy
(3 credit hours)
MUSC 633 Choral Literature and Style Analysis
(3 credit hours)

MUSC 613 Graduate Ensemble – Wind Symphony (1
credit x 4 semesters)
MUSC 615 Applied Conducting-Instrumental
(1 credit hour x 4 semesters)
MUSC 641 Practicum in Instrumental Conducting (1
credit x 4 semesters)
MUSC 642 Instrumental Methods and Pedagogy (3
credit hours)
Instrumental Literature (3 credit hours) – choose one
from the followings.
MUSC 643 (Symphonic Literature), or MUSC 644
(Historic Wind Band Literature), or MUSC 645
(Contemporary Wind Ensemble Literature)

Total: 36 credit hours

Total: 36 credit hours
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Diagnostic Exams for New Students

Graduate students are assumed to have a working background in music theory and an
understanding of tonal harmony. All students entering the M.A. in Music program are required
take a diagnostic examination in music theory prior to the start of their first semester. The
examination will consist of
•
•
•
•
•
•

figured bass realization in four-parts and analysis;
melodic harmonization in four-parts and analysis,
Roman numeral, non-chord tones, and analysis examples from the repertoire;
common forms (binary, three-part, rondo, sonata);
construction of non-tertian and extended-tertian sonorities; and
20th century techniques.

Students whose diagnostic examination demonstrates a lack of proficiency (score of 70% or
better) must enroll in MUSC 504 Graduate Music Theory Review during their first semester
at Lynchburg College. Credit for review courses will not be applied towards completion of
the degree.
Entering students are encouraged to prepare for this examination and review their undergraduate
knowledge and experiences in music theory and analysis. The following theory texts may be of
benefit in preparation for the diagnostic exam:
Gauldin, Robert (1997). Harmonic Practice in Tonal Music (W.W. Norton and Company)
Green, Douglass (1979). Form in Tonal Music. 2nd ed. (Fort Worth: Holt, Rinehart and Winston)
Harder, Paul (2010). Basic Material in Music Theory (Prentice Hall, Inc.)
Kostka, Stefan and Payne, Dorothy. (2008). Tonal Harmony, 6th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill).
Otman, Robert (2010). Advanced harmony: Theory and Practice (Prentice Hall, Inc.)
Steinke, Greg and Harder, Paul (2002). Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music: A
Programmed Course. (Prentice Hall, Inc.)
Turek, Ralph. (2007). Theory for Today’s Musician (New York: McGraw-Hill).

Retention in the Program:
1. Graduate Academic Advising:
The graduate academic advising program at Lynchburg College is designed to strengthen
retention, increase the academic focus of students, and enhance desired outcomes of music
academic programs and the College as a whole. Students are kept informed of academic
progress in the Master of Arts in Music program through regularly scheduled sessions at
the beginning of each semester. Additional meetings are scheduled at the request of either
student or faculty member(s). Students are assigned a faculty advisor at the beginning of
their course of study. The advisor will work with the student to complete course of study,
build applied conducting skills, refine rehearsal techniques, and complete the graduate
project.
Choral Conducting: Dr. Jong Kim 434-544-8443, kim@lynchburg.edu
Instrumental Conducting: Dr. Cynthia Ramsey 434-544-8445, ramsey_c@lynchburg.edu
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2. Academic Standards: A quality point average (QPA) of 3.0 (B) is required for graduation
for all graduate programs. Only one course with a grade of C+ or below will count toward
degree requirements. Any master’s degree student earning more than three hours with
grades of C+ or below will be suspended from the program for a minimum of one semester.
3. Appeal of suspension: If a student believes that extenuating circumstances make
suspension unwarranted, he/she may file a written appeal documenting those
circumstances with the associate Dean for Academic Affairs. The appeal must provide
evidence that supports the student’s position, and it must reflect a plan developed in
conjunction with the academic advisor for enhanced academic performance.
4. Reapplication after suspension: A student who has been suspended may apply for
readmission to the College after one semester. In such cases, the student must demonstrate
an improvement in achievement and/or motivation suggesting that he/she will be able to
meet the academic standards of the graduate pro- gram at the College. A suspended
student may not enroll at Lynchburg College without having been formally readmitted. All
students seeking readmission must consult with the applicable program director. To apply,
the student seeking readmission shall complete a new degree application, include any new
transcripts from other institutions (if applicable), include a statement reflective of plans for
improved performance, and request that a letter be submitted by the former pro- gram
director reflecting on the decision to readmit. Additional letters from other faculty
members are optional. Once the file is complete, it will be reviewed by the dean of graduate
studies, coordinator of graduate studies on music, and a music faculty representatives from
the student’s program of study. Following the committee’s determination, the student will
be informed of the decision in writing. In the case of a second suspension, a student is not
eligible for readmission.

Applied Music Lessons
MUSC 601
MUSC 602
MUSC 603
MUSC 604
MUSC 614
MUSC 615

Applied Piano
MUSC 605
Applied Organ
MUSC 606
Applied Voice
MUSC 607
Applied Woodwind
Applied Choral Conducting
Applied Instrumental Conducting

Applied Brass
Applied Percussion
Applied String

Graduate Applied Music Rates for 2013-2014: $650 per credit hour (13 lessons per semester)
Applied lessons are 50-60 minutes in length for an hour lesson.
Refund Policy
Once the semester begins, if a student discontinues private music lessons for any reason other
than physical disabilities, a refund of the private lesson fee will be given as follows:
• During the first week, 90 percent of the fee will be refunded
• Between week two and midterm, 50 percent of the fee will be refunded
• No refund after the midterm point of the semester
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Missed Private Lessons
Progress in applied music is best supported by regular practice and attendance at lessons and
rehearsals. Attendance at all scheduled lessons is mandatory. Students are expected to arrive on
time and be thoroughly prepared for each lesson. Absences from private lessons are not excused
unless the student notifies the instructor at least 24 hours in advance OR there is a verifiable
emergency. Students can contact private instructor by email or telephone message. Consult course
syllabus for instructor contact information. Student absences arranged in advance may be made up
at the discretion of the private instructor. Unexcused lessons will not be made up and students
will receive a lesson grade of F. Private lessons missed as a result of instructor absence will be
made up.
Practice Guidelines and Practice Room Usage
Applied music students enrolled in a 1.0 credit lesson are expected to practice two hours per day,
six days per week. The college provides numerous practice rooms, free of charge to students.
Students will sign up for practice rooms at the beginning of each semester. Any student may use a
vacant practice room. Material left in a practice room does not “reserve” it. Organ students must
sign up for specific practice times in the chapel by arrangements through the music administrative
assistant. Beverages and food products are not permitted in practice rooms or rehearsal spaces.
Applied music faculty will provide students with a Weekly Practice Log and Personal Reflections
Worksheet. This tool documents daily practice time, personal reflections, goals, and comments
pertaining to student opinion of work completed during the week (Appendix B).
Grading of Applied Lessons
Applied lesson instructors will provide a weekly assessment by completing an applied lesson
repertoire card (Appendix C). Sixty percent (60%) of a student’s semester grade will be based on
completion of weekly practice requirements, quality of each lesson, master-class attendance, and
performances in studio/departmental recitals. Twenty percent (20%) of the semester grade is
derived from the Performance and Listening Descriptives (Appendix D) and twenty percent (20%)
based on the end of semester jury performance. Additional information will be available on course
syllabi distributed at the beginning of each semester.
Music Department Recitals and Studio Master Classes
The music department will sponsor one departmental recital and weekly studio master classes
during the six-week summer session, and three departmental recitals and three studio masterclasses during the fall semester, and four departmental recitals and three studio master-classes
during the spring semester.
End of Semester Juries
Juries are required of all graduate students at the end of each semester of applied study. Juries
take place during exam week and schedules will be posted in Hebb Music Center at least one week
in advance. The jury assessment comprises twenty percent (20%) of the student’s applied lesson
grade. Music majors and performances minors will perform one selection for the panel and
respond to questions from the music faculty.
• Students will sign up for ten/twenty minute block
• Students perform a repertoire selection of their choice.
• Instrumental Students will be asked to perform at least one major/minor scale from their
semester technical preparations. Assessment rubric found in Appendix E.1.
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•
•

Vocal students will be asked to perform one sight-singing exercise. Assessment rubric
found in Appendix E. 2.
Conducting students will be asked to conduct at least one selection – approximately 7 to 10
minutes in length. Assessment rubric found in Appendix E. 3.

Staff Accompanists
Staff accompanists are provided to support applied music students. One, fifteen minute (30 minute
during the summer session) practice session with an accompanist is provided weekly. Missed
sessions are NOT made up. Attendance at practice sessions is recorded and regularly reported to
the applied teacher.
Copyright
It is ILLEGAL to photocopy copyright music and materials that are not in the Public Domain.
DO NOT, do it, DO NOT encourage others to do it, and DO NOT ask someone to copy music or
materials. Secure a legal copy for BOTH student and staff accompanist.

MUSC 631/641: Practicum in Conducting
Co-enrollment in MUSC 614/615, Applied Choral/Instrumental Conducting is required
These courses provide a conducting practicum experience for choral/instrumental conductors.
The course refines the development of effective rehearsal techniques such as conducting gestures,
error detection, and rehearsal pacing in a laboratory setting. Students will secure a performance
ensemble and choose, prepare, and rehearse music of an appropriate level. Contact hours are
recorded on the Practicum Log Summary found in Appendix F-1.
The Lynchburg College Choral Union serves as the practicum ensemble for MUSC 631:
Practicum in Choral Conducting during the summer semester and serves as an option for choral
conductors during both the fall and spring semesters. Students have the opportunity to conduct at
every rehearsal. Choral conductors may use their high school/church choral programs as the
practicum ensemble during the fall and/or spring semesters.
MUSC 641: Practicum in Instrumental Conducting is offered during the Fall and Spring
semesters. Students receive podium time at least once a week when working with the following
Lynchburg College ensembles: MUSC 016: Percussion Ensemble, MUSC 018: Orchestra, MUSC
020: Jazz Ensemble, MUSC 021: Wind Symphony, and MUSC 023: Handbell ensemble. Students
are also required to work with an ensemble of their choosing. Ensembles used for practicum study
have included: High School Symphonic/Marching Bands, Virginia Youth Band and Ensemble
(VyBE), LC Pep Band, and Piano Quartet.
Students will maintain a weekly practicum log and reflection that accounts for 60% of the final
grade. The log provides 1) a detailed description of ‘rehearsal lesson plan’ prior to rehearsal; 2)
post-rehearsal narrative; 3) personal reflections: (How has your conducting and rehearsal skills
improved? What will you work on in next rehearsal?); 4) goals for the week; and 5) comments
pertaining to what was done during the week to accomplish the goals and feeling of success. An
example of the weekly log and reflection is found in Appendix F-1 and F-2.
Conducting evaluations provide a concrete method by which conductors gain insight on
conducting skills, personal performance, and the development of critical listening skills and
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comprises 20% of the final grade. Students will video-record three rehearsals throughout the
semester and complete a Conducting Practicum Reflection (Appendix F-2), Conductor Evaluation
(Appendix F-3), and Practicum Ensemble Video Tap Self-Review and Reflection Narrative
(Appendix F-4). In addition to the informal comments provided to the student by the professor,
the professor will complete a formal assessment at least three times during the semester by
completing the Conductor Evaluation Rubric. This will be followed by additional communication
(meeting) to provide feedback on student rehearsal and conducting effectiveness, growth,
progress, and skills in revision.
In consultation with literature studied in Applied Conducting (MUSC 614/615), the student will
complete a score analysis and conducting final examination project, to comprise 20% of the final
grade.

MUSC 699: Graduate Project—Conducting Recital
All graduate programs at Lynchburg College require a capstone experience to assess student
success within the program. All Master of Arts in Music students are required to complete and
present a Graduate Project/Conducting Recital. Students will select, study, and rehearse an
approved performance ensemble and present a sixty-minute recital under the guidance of his/her
major advisor.
The Graduate Project consists of a recital, research/analysis paper, published program notes, and
personal reflection. The student will conduct an ensemble appropriate to their area of emphasis in
a public concert. Student’s major advisor will approve contents of the recital at least one semester
prior to the date of the concert. Following the recital, students will complete a personal reflection
and analysis paper. Before the recital, students will complete a comprehensive paper analyzing the
musical structure and style of the major composition and prepare short program notes for
distribution at the graduate recital.
The Recital
Each student will conduct a choral/instrumental organization (school chorus/band, church
choir/orchestra, community chorus/orchestra, or volunteer choir/band) in a performance of music
selected from three or more historical periods. Successful implementation of the following criteria
is expected:
• In consultation with applied conducting instructor, the student will design a program of at
least 60 minutes of music.
• The program will include at least one major composition approximately 10 minutes in
length. Recital literature should be of the highest artistic quality. Music selected should
be representative of the major broad periods and genres of music history to include:
Renaissance or Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Twentieth Century. Choral conductors
should include pieces in at least three different languages and a piece (or pieces) with
instrumental accompaniment(s) other than the piano.
• Student’s major advisor must approve the program one semester before the date of the
concert.
• The student, in consultation with faculty advisor and administrative assistant, will secure a
recital performance date.
• The concert will demonstrate the student’s ability to create a varied program, perform the
music with effective conducting techniques, and exhibit an understanding of the musical
style appropriate to different historical periods.
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•

Consult Graduate Conducting Recital Evaluation Sheet for assessment criterion
(Appendix G-1). Graded Pass/Fail by the committee.

Student Self Evaluation
Student will prepare a self-evaluation and reflection of conducting and rehearsal techniques used
in the graduate recital. Students will complete the Graduate Conducting Recital Evaluation Sheet
and provide a narrative assessment of personal strengths, weaknesses, improvements made and
those still needed.
Research Analysis Paper and Program Notes
A comprehensive paper analyzing the musical structure and style of the major composition must
be presented to the candidate’s committee at least 10 days before the concert date. The analysis
should include a biographical sketch of each composer, a musical (form) analysis of each work, and
a description of technical considerations and performance problems encountered in the preparation
of music. Assessment Criteria can be found in Appendix G-2.
Format of the Paper is as follows:
• Cover Page
• Table of Contents (list of compositions in program order)
• Recital Program
• Composition One
o Title and Composer
o Biographical Sketch of Composer (1 to 2 pages in length)
 Prepared with formal citations throughout
 Incorporate at least five sources (books, encyclopedia, Groves (both
hardcopy and online) and no more than two scholarly internet sources
o Circumstances of Composition (1 page)
 Identify history behind composition
 Importance of work in the composer’s total output
 Formal citations throughout
 Incorporate three to five sources
o Musical Elements (Citations not required/couple of paragraphs)
 Melody: General qualities (lyric, dramatic, cantabile, continuous, long-line,
short motivic fragments) scale basis
 Harmony: Interval types, chord structure (tertian or non-tertian, Diatonic
or chromatic, Harmonic rhythm (slow or fast) Poly-harmonic writing,
Harmonic tension, Coloristic usage)
 Rhythm: Prominence of particular elements. Simple or complex, rigid or
flexible, interesting or unusual mixtures. Unifying factors in structure.
Prominence of particular elements. Simple or complex, rigid or flexible,
interesting or unusual mixtures. Unifying factors in structure. Devices for
obscuring metric scheme such as hemiola or significant metric factors.


Musical Elements:
• Meter: Metric or non-metric, duple, triple, compound, multi-metric,
polyrhythmic, irregular
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Tempo: As a factor in general mood (slow-tragic, heavy-stately)
metronomic markings (if any) Tempo as a factor in general
structure. Other significant tempo factors
• Tonality
• Texture: Monophonic, homophonic, polyphonic, hybrid, special
effects (fugato, antiphonal, concertato)
o Text Translation
o Form and Structure: Narrative Description and Part Analysis
o Technical Considerations (Citations not required)
 What elements discussed above prove to be an issue for you in your
performance (rapid tempo, complex rhythms, articulation)
o Discography (Provide discography of available recordings)
o Performance Review and Comparison
o Bibliography (Provide a bibliography of all sources consulted. APA Format)
Follow above format for each work to be performed on conducting recital
•

•

Program Notes
Under the direction of the advisor, the student will prepare short program notes to be presented in
the public program distributed at the Graduate Recital. The advisor will determine the
appropriate length, content, and scope of the program notes.

Comprehensive Examinations
All Master of Arts in Music candidates will schedule their Comprehensive Examinations at the
beginning of their final semester of study. The comprehensive examination consists of two
portions: written and oral. The purpose of the written and oral examinations is to assess the M.A.
in Music candidate’s broad base of knowledge in music and applied conducting. Both the written
and oral examinations will be evaluated by the oversight committee (major advisor, music theory
faculty, and music history faculty) and assigned a pass/fail designation.
Written Examination: Areas included in the written examination will include:
• Music Theory: Two works of contrasting style will be provided. The M.A. candidate will
complete a thorough score analysis and conducting preparation proposal as directed in the
Analysis and Performance class. Students must demonstrate theoretical analysis and
discuss the construction of the works thoroughly--beyond the formal aspects to all aspects
of musical analysis relevant to the conducting profession.
• Music History: Two to three short essays will be written from a variety of topics provided
by the music history faculty—include tracing of important musical genres and musical
activities and citing major composers and their important works.
• Applied Conducting: Several questions in the major area to be provided by applied
conducting faculty.
• For Sample Comprehensive Examination Questions, consult Appendix H.
Oral Examination: The oral examination is a follow-up to the written examination. This
examination provides the candidate a chance to elaborate on answers submitted as part of the
written examination.
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Application for Graduation
All students are required to complete an Application for Graduation form prior to registration for
the final year (two semesters) of enrollment. This policy is intended to ensure that the student will
complete requirements yet to be fulfilled. January, May, and August degree candidates are eligible
to participate in the May commencement exercises of the academic year in which they complete
their degree requirements.
All requirements for completion of a graduate degree including any courses accepted by transfer
must be completed within a period of six calendar years.

Course Descriptions/Objectives
Masters of Arts in Music (Conducting) Program Objectives
The purpose of this program is to extend and broaden the professional competency of conducting
professionals in schools, churches, and community organizations. This degree affords students the
opportunity to further professional development and seek or advance careers in conducting, secure
education positions at the post-secondary level, and prepare for doctoral programs in choral or
instrumental conducting.
Upon completion of this program, the student should be able to:
1. Develop and refine technical skills and attain mastery of instrumental/choral conducting
and demonstrate technical proficiency and expressive qualities in conducting
2. Understand the choral, orchestral, or band repertoire in its historical context and
understand various aspects of musical style and historical performance practice
3. Describe methods for locating choral or instrumental literature and be acquainted with
various resources to assist in acquiring quality choral or instrumental literature; including
various web resources, publishers, library, and retail sites, etc.;
4. Analyze and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of musical elements,
conducting considerations, and pedagogic considerations.
5. Demonstrate effective rehearsal techniques and pedagogical skills
MUSC 504 Graduate Music Theory Review (2)
Remedial music theory courses for those who do not pass the Music Theory Diagnostic Test. This
course will cover materials on basic and elaborated tonal harmonic languages, overview of
sixteenth and eighteenth century counterpoint, and rudiments of forms and analysis.
Objectives: Student will be able to
a. notate in four-part harmony the various cadences used in composition and identify by
sound the several cadences used;
b. identify (sight and sound) the various non-harmonic tones used in composition and
incorporate such tones into four-part compositions;
c. understand and utilize dominant sevenths, leading tone sevenths, and non-dominant
chords in his/her harmonic vocabulary and compositions;
d. understand and utilize modulations to related keys and remote keys;
e. understand and utilize chromatic harmony as it applies to secondary dominant (7ths),
leading tone sevenths, and other extended chromatic idioms including borrowed chords,
Neapolitan 6th, augmented 6th chords;
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

understand and realize complex figured bass;
harmonize chorale melodies in the style of Johann Sebastian Bach;
understand and utilize principles of 16th and 18th century counterpoint;
learn terms and concepts regarding musical structure and its analysis; and
analyze a given composition from any of the style periods.

Applied Music (1)
Private instruction in applied music
MUSC 601 Piano
MUSC 602 Organ
MUSC 603 Voice
MUSC 604 Woodwind
MUSC 605 Brass
MUSC 606 Percussion
MUSC 607 Strings
Objectives: As a result of applied music study, students will gain mastery in vocal and
instrumental performance as they:
1. play/sing with good intonation and rhythmic accuracy;
2. demonstrate proper attention to artistic phrasing;
3. demonstrate an understanding of mechanics of the voice mechanism or chosen instrument;
4. develop refined instrumental/vocal techniques both as a performer and conductor;
5. increase exposure to repertoire of varying languages;
6. study a diverse collection of genres and styles per semester;
7. play/sing in relation to an accompanist; and
8. perform in front of an audience with increasing confidence, ease, and aesthetic sensitivity.
Ensemble (1)
Each graduate student is required to participate for credit in one of the Music Program ensembles
each semester for total of 4 semester hours
MUSC 612 Graduate Ensemble – Choral Union (1)
The Summer Choral Union is a selected choral ensemble that consists of graduate students in
choral conducting and other selected singers from the community. This choir studies, prepares,
and performs various choral literatures from medieval to twentieth century.
Objectives: As a result of participation in the Choral Union, student should be able to
a. demonstrate healthy vocal skills as applied in a choral ensemble, including posture,
breathing, placement, intonation, balance, blending, diction, and interpretation;
b. advance knowledge in quality choral literature;
c. rehearse and sing in a variety of languages including English, German, French, Italian, and
Latin;
d. develop stylistic awareness;
e. develop advanced music reading and listening skills;
f. develop ensemble performance skills; and
g. utilize good vocal pedagogy tools and effective rehearsal techniques.
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MUSC 613 Graduate Ensemble – Wind Symphony (1)
Open to all graduate instrumental students, the study preparation and performance of music for
chamber, orchestra, and wind ensemble. Participate and leadership in rehearsals and performances
required. May be repeated for credit.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 613, students will
• develop performance skills:
1. Attain mastery of individual parts
2. Perform music with others with excellent technical skill (Matching tone, pitch,
blend, etc.)
3. Perform music with others with excellent expressive skills (style, phrasing, artistry,
etc.)
4. Develop strong sight-reading skills
• develop ensemble skills (working as a group): and
1. Create personal code of conduct in which students dedicate themselves to the others
in the wind symphony (musically prepared for sectionals and rehearsal)
2. Develop a work ethic which enable them to contribute to the betterment of the
wind symphony in each sectional and rehearsal
3. Develop a demeanor that enhances the productivity and musicality of every
rehearsal and sections (avoid personal conversation during rehearsal, turning off
cell phone, etc.)
• develop professionalism skills.
1. Complete administrative duties in a timely fashion (returning music, enrolling in
course, etc.)
2. Perform in appropriate concert attire
3. Demonstrate timeliness in regards to start-times at all rehearsals, sectionals, and
performances
MUSC 614 Applied Conducting - Choral (1)
A study of advanced choral conducting techniques developed through the examination of selected
choral literature. Emphasis will be placed on score analysis, artistic conducting techniques, and
effective rehearsal techniques.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 614, student will
a. Develop and explain a personal philosophy regarding qualities of leadership and group
dynamics needed to be a good conductor.
b. Demonstrate technical proficiency with the baton and left hand. This includes cues,
attacks, releases, dynamics, and beat patterns.
c. Demonstrate expressive qualities in conducting that convey to performers an indication of
tempo, style, and musicality.
d. Analyze, prepare and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of musical
elements, conducting considerations, and pedagogic considerations.
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MUSC 615 Applied Conducting – Instrumental (1)
A study of advanced instrumental conducting techniques developed through the examination of
selective wind and orchestral compositions will be emphasized. Emphasis will be placed on
individual style, rehearsal techniques, and score analysis.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 615, students will
a. develop and explain a personal philosophy regarding qualities of leadership and group
dynamics needed to be a good conductor;
b. demonstrate technical proficiency with the baton and left hand. This includes cues, attacks,
releases, dynamics, and beat patterns;
c. demonstrate expressive qualities in conducting that convey to performers an indication of
tempo, style, and musicality;
d. prepare and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of musical elements,
conducting considerations, and pedagogic considerations; and
e. develop procedures for teaching musical knowledge in the rehearsal setting.
MUSC 621 Research Methods in Music (3)
A survey of materials and references in the field of music, Research Methods in Music will provide
a foundation for basic methods of research. Areas of emphasis include bibliographical problems,
practical research, and the writing of a research document.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 621, students will
a. discover and use local, regional, and electronic knowledge resources and tools appropriate
for advanced reference and research by performers, educators, composers, and scholars of
music;
b. formulate and delimit an area of musical investigation, develop efficient research strategies,
and apply discrimination in the evaluation and selection of resources;
c. understand and use proper expository style and citation format to communicate
persuasively and expressively about music in written essays and oral presentations; and
d. acquire and broaden a perspective on the relation of individual scholarly contributions to
an ongoing collection of scholarly research.
MUSC 624 Music and Literature of the Baroque Era (3)
Music and Literature of the Baroque Era is a survey course that traces the developments of
musical thought and expression from 1580-1750. This era in music history produced at its
inception, the innovative ideas of Monteverdi and Schultz and culminated with the works of
Handel and Bach.
Objectives: Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to demonstrate an
understanding and working knowledge of the political, social, and geographical events that
impacted the Baroque Era from its Italian origins in 1580 through the mid-18th century,
culminating with the death of Johann Sebastian Bach. The explosion of musical styles, genres,
instrumentation, and theory that resulted in the creation of opera, the concertato, and oratorio as
well as the expansion of vocal and instrumental music will be explored. Within each genre,
attention will be given to the historical context, style, performance practice, drama, staging, and
development of text. Through guided investigation, students will examine and study primary and
secondary source materials, scores and anthologies, and recordings.
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As a result of completing MUSC 624: Music and Literature of the Baroque Era, the student will:
1.
place the musical practices of the Baroque era in their historical contexts and examine
ways in which those contexts arose as a reflection of cultural and social practices.
2.
identify the stylistic characteristics of the Baroque era and the way in which various
compositional choices have given rise to musical traditions.
3.
utilize important musicological research venues: books, articles, organizations, and
websites in order to write persuasively about music
4.
experience (both visually and aurally) selected musical works of the Baroque era,
thereby enabling students to possess greater familiarity with a broader body of music
literature; and
5.
describe the broad historical context and performance circumstances for selections on
listening assignments.
MUSC 625 Music and Literature of the Classical Era (3)
Music and Literature of the Classical Era is a survey course that traces the developments of
musical thought and expression from 1750-1825. An exploration of classical style, including the
origins, confluence of performance practices, evolution of classicism, and the historical
perspectives of this time era are emphasized.
Objectives: Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to demonstrate an
understanding and working knowledge of the political, social, and geographical events that
impacted the Classical Era from its Germanic origins in the mid-eighteenth century through the
works of Beethoven. The explosion of musical styles, genres, instrumentation, and theory that
resulted in the creation of sonata form, the concerto, and requiem as well as the expansion of vocal
and instrumental music will be explored. Within each genre, attention will be given to the
historical context, style, performance practice, drama, staging, and development of text. Through
guided investigation, students will examine and study primary and secondary source materials,
scores and anthologies, and recordings.
As a result of completing MUSC 625: Music and Literature of the Classical Era, the student will:
1. place the musical practices of the Classical era in their historical contexts and examine
ways in which those contexts arose as a reflection of cultural and social practices;
2. identify the stylistic characteristics of the Classical era and the way in which various
compositional choices have given rise to musical traditions;
3. utilize important musicological research venues: books, articles, organizations, and
websites in order to write persuasively about music;
4. experience (both visually and aurally) selected musical works of the Classical era, thereby
enabling students to possess greater familiarity with a broader body of music literature;
and
5. describe the broad historical context and performance circumstances for selections on
listening assignments.
MUSC 627 Music and Literature of the Romantic Era (3)
Music and Literature of the Romantic Era is a survey course that traces the developments of
musical thought and expression from 1825-1900. An exploration of style, including the origins,
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confluence of performance practices, evolution of romanticism, and the historical perspectives of
this time era are emphasized.
Objective: Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to demonstrate an
understanding and working knowledge of the political, social, and geographical events that
impacted the Romantic Era from the death of Beethoven through the advanced chromatic styles of
Germanic composers Wagner, Brahms, Mahler, and Strauss. The explosion of musical styles,
genres, instrumentation, and theory that resulted in the creation of music drama, character pieces,
concert overture, and symphonic poems as well as the expansion of vocal and instrumental music
will be explored. Within each genre, attention will be given to the historical context, style,
performance practice, drama, staging, and development of text. Through guided investigation,
students will examine and study primary and secondary source materials, scores and anthologies,
and recordings.
As a result of completing MUSC 627: Music and Literature of the Romantic Era, the student will:
1.
place the musical practices of the Romantic era in their historical contexts and examine
ways in which those contexts arose as a reflection of cultural and social practices;
2.
identify the stylistic characteristics of the Romantic era and the way in which various
compositional choices have given rise to musical traditions;
3.
utilize important musicological research venues: books, articles, organizations, and
websites in order to write persuasively about music;
4.
experience (both visually and aurally) selected musical works of the Romantic era,
thereby enabling students to possess greater familiarity with a broader body of music
literature; and
5.
describe the broad historical context and performance circumstances for selections on
listening assignments.
MUSC 628 Music and Literature of the Twentieth and Twentieth-First Centuries (3)
Music and Literature of the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries is a survey course that traces
the developments of musical thought and expression from 1900 to present. An exploration of
style, including the origins, confluence of performance practices, evolution of contemporary
society, and the historical perspectives of this time era are emphasized
Objectives: Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to demonstrate an
understanding and working knowledge of the political, social, and geographical events that
impacted the Twentieth century including WWI, Russian Revolution, WWII, and the Great
Depression through the experimental ideas of Stravinsky, Copland, Cage, Babbitt, and Daugherty.
The explosion of musical styles, genres, instrumentation, and theory that resulted in the creation
of serialism, primitivism, electronic, and chance/indeterminacy music as well as the expansion of
vocal and instrumental music will be explored. Within each genre, attention will be given to the
historical context, style, performance practice, drama, staging, and development of text. Through
guided investigation, students will examine and study primary and secondary source materials,
scores and anthologies, and recordings.
As a result of completing MUSC 628: Music and Literature of the Twentieth and Twenty-First
Centuries, the student will:
1.
place the musical practices of the 20th and 21st centuries in their historical contexts
and examine ways in which those contexts arose as a reflection of cultural and social
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2.
3.
4.
5.

practices;
identify the stylistic characteristics of the 20th and 21st centuries and the way in which
various compositional choices have given rise to musical traditions;
utilize important musicological research venues: books, articles, organizations, and
websites in order to write persuasively about music;
experience (both visually and aurally) selected musical works of the 20th and 21st
centuries, thereby enabling students to possess greater familiarity with a broader body
of music literature; and
describe the broad historical context and performance circumstances for selections on
listening assignments.

MUSC 626 Analysis and Performance (3)
This course involves advanced score analysis techniques relevant to both instrumental and choral
conductors. Macrocosmic to microcosmic analyses lead to a better understanding of music and
guide in conducting preparation. Prerequisite: a passing grade on the music theory diagnostic exam or
successful completion of graduate theory review.
Objectives: Student will
a. examine terms and concepts relevant to musical structure and analysis;
b. understand the hierarchical interplay of parts in the broad scope of musical design;
c. explore a variety of approaches used to analyze and conduct of music;
d. explore the relationships between musical analysis and performance (both conducting and
for applied instrument/voice);
e. examine the implications of analysis for performance and vice versa; and
f. evaluate current researched in analysis and performance studies.
MUSC 631 Practicum in Choral Conducting (1)
This is a practicum ensemble for choral conductors. This course stresses development of effective
rehearsal techniques, such as conducting gestures, error detection, and rehearsal pacing in a
laboratory setting. Each conducting student chooses, prepares, and rehearses music with other
students, and the instructor provides feedback on the student’s rehearsal and conducting
effectiveness.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 631, students will
a. develop a personal philosophy of music education regarding qualities of leadership and
group dynamics needed to be a good conductor;
b. demonstrate technical proficiency with the baton and left hand. This includes cues, attacks,
releases, dynamics, and beat patterns;
c. demonstrate expressive qualities in conducting that convey to performers an indication of
tempo, style, and musicality;
d. prepare and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of musical elements,
conducting considerations, diction issues, and pedagogic considerations;
e. communicate ideas pertaining to the selection and interpretation of music literature,
including musical demands and diction considerations;
f. develop procedures for teaching musical knowledge in the rehearsal setting;
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g. demonstrate clear, effective, and expressive vocal and rehearsal techniques, including
planning and ability to identify problem area in ensemble performance and outline methods
for improvement;
h. refine their ability identify ensemble mistakes and provide effective verbal directions;
i. examine resources available for the selection and interpretation of music; and
j. present rehearsal organization techniques and diction/word selection that help created
meaningful experiences in the ensemble setting.
MUSC 632 Choral Methods and Pedagogy (3)
This course creates a hands-on study of choral and vocal pedagogy for choral conductors.
Students will explore theories and practices of vocal/choral tone, sound production, and the effect
in both solo and choral singing, with regard to quality, dynamics, blending, intonation, and
diction.
Objectives: Student will be able to
a. articulate a personal definition of his/her teaching philosophy of vocal music education;
b. develop rehearsal procedure for his/her choral program;
c. marshal evidence to support conclusions about vocal techniques;
d. determine and provide the best solution to common vocal faults;
e. demonstrate effective vocal warm-up techniques;
f. acquire and demonstrate practical keyboard skills for choral accompanying;
g. acquire resources that examine proper vocal diction for expressive singing;
h. teach choral music including rehearsal techniques, vocal pedagogy and diction;
i. articulate conclusions about vocal pedagogy and effective rehearsal techniques; and
j. integrate relevant information from a wide range of resources.
k. organize and synthesize knowledge of music pedagogy as applicable to the choral rehearsal
(including sight-reading, vocal technique, warm-ups, changing voice, tone quality, choral
blend, musical styles, intonation, repertoire, score analysis, improvisation, choral
arranging, diction);
l. understand the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as a sound symbol system; and
m. diagnose and address common articulation errors including omissions, additions,
substitutions, reversals, distortions and misplaced accents.
MUSC 633 Choral Literature and Style Analysis (3)
This course provides the student with an in-depth study of choral literatures with emphasis on
historical context, performance practice, interpretive issues, performance techniques, and
conducting problems.
Objectives: Student will
a. understand the historical and formal perspectives of choral literature;
b. describe various aspects of historical performance practice;
c. make informed choices in selecting literature for a variety of choral ensembles;
d. become acquainted with various resources to assist in acquiring quality choral literature;
including various web based sources (i.e., choralnet.com and public domain library, etc),
publishers, library, retail, etc.; and
e. articulate issues pertaining to concert programming and create a model concert program
for beginning, middle, high, collegiate, and professional choral ensembles.
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MUSC 641 Practicum in Instrumental Conducting (1)
A study of techniques and interpretive skills needed for conducting of instrumental ensembles will
be covered. Emphasis on student participation in a lab setting is required. Student will choose,
prepare, and rehearse music with an ensemble of their choice. The course instructor provides
feedback on the student’s rehearsal and conducting effectiveness.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 641, students will
a. develop a personal philosophy of music education regarding qualities of leadership and
group dynamics needed to be a good conductor;
b. demonstrate technical proficiency with the baton and left hand. This includes cues, attacks,
releases, dynamics, and beat patterns;
c. demonstrate expressive qualities in conducting that convey to performers an indication of
tempo, style, and musicality;
d. prepare and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of musical elements,
conducting considerations, and pedagogic considerations;
e. communicate ideas pertaining to the selection and interpretation of music literature,
including musical demands and considerations;
f. develop procedures for teaching musical knowledge in the rehearsal setting;
g. demonstrate clear, effective, and expressive rehearsal techniques, including planning and
ability to identify problem area in conducting and discover ways for improvement;
h. refine their ability identify ensemble mistakes and provide effective verbal directions;
i. examine resources available for the selection and interpretation of music; and
j. present rehearsal organization techniques and selections that help created meaningful
experiences in the ensemble setting.
MUSC 642 Instrumental Methods and Pedagogy (3)
A study of instrumental music education developed through the examination of instructional
materials and curriculum organization. Emphasis will be placed on pedagogical literature,
administrative strategies, recruitment, and special interest groups (jazz/marching band)
appropriate for instrumental music programs.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 642, students will
a. Develop a personal definition of music and put that understanding into action in score
analysis for teaching and performance
b. Present techniques and guidelines for analyzing musical scores
c. Present ideas concerning the selection and interpretation of quality music
d. Explore at least one curricular model for instrumental music related to analysis for
teaching
e. Present possible rehearsal organization, techniques, and word selection that help create
meaningful experiences in the ensemble class
MUSC 643 Symphonic Literature (3)
A survey of literature for the symphony orchestra from its inception to the present with an
emphasis on standard works.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 643, students will
a. trace the development of symphonic literature from 1730 through the 20th century;
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b. gain knowledge of a representative sample of the symphonic repertoire including the
historical context of their creation and performance;
c. improve the ability to listen and analyze objectively; and
d. develop musical research skills regarding both the work and musical-historical literature
concerning them.
MUSC 644 Historic Wind Band Literature to 1950 (3)
A study of historical, social and stylistic trends unique to the wind band literature from the
Renaissance Period (Gabrieli) to traditional wind works of Mozart, Mendelssohn, Berlioz, Holst,
Grainger, Poulenc, and others up to 1950.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 644, students will
a. trace the developmental history of the wind band from the baroque era through 1952;
b. create a list of representative composers, selections, and publishers from which to develop a
standard repertoire list for both educational and historical purposes;
c. become familiar with the materials available to the wind band conductor;
d. analyze selected wind band compositions; and
e. articulate issues pertaining to concert programming and create a model concert program
for beginning, middle, high, and collegiate performing ensembles.
MUSC 645 Contemporary Wind Ensemble Literature (3)
A study of wind ensemble literature since 1950, with emphasis on performance analysis and
conducting techniques in the works of Schuller, Hindemith, Persichetti, Arnold, Painter, Reed, and
others.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 645, students will
a. trace the developmental history of the wind band 1952 to present;
b. create a list of representative composers, selections, and publishers from which to develop a
standard repertoire list for both educational and historical purposes;
c. become familiar with contemporary materials available to the wind band conductor;
d. analyze selected contemporary wind band compositions; and
e. articulate issues pertaining to concert programming and create a model concert program
for beginning, middle, high, and collegiate performing ensembles.
MUSC 699 Graduate Project (2)
The Graduate Project consists of a recital, research/analysis paper, published program notes, and
personal reflection. The student will conduct an ensemble appropriate to their area of emphasis in
a public concert. The contents of the recital will be approved by the graduate music faculty at least
one semester prior to the date of the concert. Following the recital, students will complete a
personal reflection and analysis paper. Before the recital, students will complete a comprehensive
paper analyzing the musical structure and style of the major composition and prepare short
program notes for distribution at the graduate recital.
Objectives: As a result of participating in MUSC 699, students will
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a. discover and use local, regional, and electronic knowledge resources and tools appropriate
for advanced reference and research by performers, educators, composers, and scholars of
music;
b. master advanced conducting techniques, musical styles, and repertoire appropriate to
instrumental or choral conducting.
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Master of Arts in Music
Performance Assessment Criteria
Appendix A-1
Master of Arts in Music Entrance Evaluation Summary
Graduate admission to Lynchburg College combined with graduate music faculty entrance
evaluations of rehearsal techniques, conducting performance, and demonstration of
vocal/instrumental skills are required for admittance to Master of Arts in Music degree.
Applicant Name:

Date:

Degree:
Applicant admitted as a Graduate Student at Lynchburg College?

Yes

No

Number of Years of Conducting Experience:__________________________
Does experience meet entrance requirement?
Yes

No

Ensemble Rehearsal Assessment:
• Number of competency skills met? _____________________________
• Meets minimum requirement for admission?
Yes
• Strengths:
• Weaknesses:

No

Ensemble Performance Assessment:
• Number of competency skills met? _____________________________
• Meets minimum requirement for admission?
Yes
• Strengths:
• Weaknesses:

No

Musial Competency for Applied Music Study:
• Average of two musical excerpts _______________________________
• Meets minimum requirement for admission?
Yes
• Strengths:
• Weaknesses:

No

Overall Evaluation: (Comment on potential for satisfactory completion of degree program)

Graduate Faculty: _____________________________________________
Date:__________________________
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Appendix A-2
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MA in Music Entrance Evaluation
Ensemble Rehearsal Assessment (Rehearsal Tape Evaluation)
Conductor’s Name: __________________________
Rehearsal Techniques and Leadership Skills
Rehearsal Techniques

A

B

C

D-F

Score and comments

Warm-up selections and their effectiveness (if applicable)
Use of vocal demonstration (if applicable)
Communication skills (eye contact, use of verbal imagery,
economy of speech)
Clarity of instructions
Rehearsal pace (flow and sequence)
Listening skills--identification of technical and musical
problems
Clarity and effectiveness of instruction for fixing
identified problems
Response to ensemble questions (if applicable)

Leadership Skills
Self confidence
Energy level
Attitude
Working relationship with ensemble
Working relationship with accompanist (if applicable)

Conducting Evaluation
Posture and hand position
Eye contact and facial expression
Preparatory beat and release of prep beat (eye contact,
breathing, tempo, dynamics, etc.)
Beat pattern
Clear ictus
Steadiness of beat/tempo
Cueing
Fermata
Release
Independence of hands (effectiveness of the left hand)
Dynamics
Expression (how well does the gesture communicate the
music)
Phrasing
Performance practice and stylistic appropriateness

Comments:
Recommendation: ________________________________________________________________
Evaluator: ___________________________ Position/Rank: _____________________________
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Appendix A-3
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MA in Music Entrance Evaluation
Ensemble Performance Assessment (Conducting Performance Tape Evaluation)
Conductor’s Name: _______________________

Performance Evaluation
A

B

C

D-F

A

B

C

D-F

Score and comments

Overall performance quality
Quality of musical selections
Mechanical elements (rhythm, tempo, etc.)
Overall intonation/tone quality
Blending and sense of ensemble
Expressiveness (dynamics and phrasing)
Diction (choral performance only)
Stylistic appropriateness

Conducting Evaluation
Score and Comments

Posture and hand position
Eye contact and facial expression
Preparatory beat and release of prep beat (eye contact,
breathing, tempo, dynamics, etc.)
Beat pattern
Clear ictus
Steadiness of beat/tempo
Cueing
Fermata
Release
Independence of hands (effectiveness of the left hand)
Dynamics
Expression (how well does the gesture communicate the
music)
Phrasing
Performance practice and stylistic appropriateness

Comments:

Recommendation: ________________________________________________________________
Evaluator: ___________________________ Position/Rank: _____________________________
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Appendix A-4
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MA in Music Entrance Evaluation
Music Competency in Applied Study (Instrumental) Evaluation
Name of Student
Instrument
Years of Formal
Training
Performance Selection
One (Duration)
Performance Selection
Two (Duration)
Performance Evaluation:
Technique

Rhythm

Tone quality
Intonation
Musicality

Stage Presence

20-18 (A)
Superior note
accuracy

17 – 16 (B)
Periodic inaccuracies
minimally interfere
with performance

15-14 (C)
Minor errors
interfere with
musical flow

13-12 (D)
Numerous errors
negate musical
performance

11-1 (F)
Inaccuracies make
the musical piece
unrecognizable

Tempo, meter,
and rhythm
accurate and
secure
Superior tone
quality and
intonation
All aspects of
musical
expression reflect
musical
understanding
Superior Stage
Presence

Minimal rhythmic
inaccuracies
w/consistent tempo

Inconsistent
rhythm though
recognizable
tempo/meter
Inconsistent tone
quality/intonation

Unrecognizable
rhythm, tempo,
and meter

Expression is
present, but
poorly executed

Inaccurate
rhythm with
tempo/meter
inconsistencies
Numerous
problems with
tone/intonation
Very little
expression is
present

Good Stage
Presence

Fair Stage
Presence

Poor Stage
Presence

Small problems with
tone production/
intonation
Most aspects of
expression properly
executed but
inconsistently
Excellent Stage
Presence

Total

Poor in all aspects
of tone/intonation
Overall lack of
musical
expression

Total ______ (100 points
maximum)

Comments: (Continue on reverse side if needed)

Faculty Signature_______________________________________ Date: ______________
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Appendix A-5
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MA in Music Entrance Evaluation
Music Competency in Applied Study (Vocal) Evaluation
Name of Student
Years in formal vocal
training:
Performance Selection
One (Duration)
Performance Selection
Two (Duration)
Performance Evaluation:
Note, rhythm,
tempo accuracy
(10)
Vocal
Technique (30)

Tone quality
Intonation (30)

A
(10-9)
Excellent mechanical
accuracy and security

B
(8)
Minimal inaccuracies in
rhythm/note but with
consistent tempo

(30-27)
Excellent in body
alignment; breath
management; vocal
placement and
resonance; relaxed and
spacious singing area
(30-27)
Superior tone quality
and intonation

(26-24)
Good overall vocal
techniques with minor
technical problems

Diction (15)

(15-14)
Vowels are produced
properly; consonants
are explosive and crisp;
accurate foreign
language pronunciation

Musicality
Expressiveness
Performance
quality (15)

(15-14)
All aspects of musical
expression reflect
musical understanding;
excellent stage presence
and facial expression

C
(7-6)
Inconsistent
rhythm/note though
recognizable
tempo/meter
(23-21)
Fair vocal techniques
but need some works

D-F
(Below 5)
Inaccurate rhythm/note
with tempo
inconsistencies

(26-24)
Small problems with
tone production and
intonation
(13-12)
Good overall diction
but with minor
problems

(23-21)
Inconsistent tone
quality and
intonation
(11-10)
Fair diction but need
more consonants;
foreign language
diction need some
improvement

(13-12)
Most aspects of
expression properly
executed but
inconsistently; good
stage presence and
facial expression

(12-10)
Expression is present
but poorly executed;
fair stage presence
and facial expression

(Below 20)
Poor in all aspects of
tone quality and
intonation
(Below 9)
Poor in all aspects of
diction (vowels are not
articulate well,
consonants are not
crisp, and foreign
language pronunciation
needs substantial
improvement
(Below 9)
Very little expression is
present; weak stage
presence and lack of
facial expression

Score

(Below 20)
Poor in all aspects of
vocal techniques

Total

Comments: (Continue on reverse side if needed)
Semester Jury Evaluation Final Grade:
Faculty Signature ______________________________________; Date: ______________
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Appendix B
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Applied Lesson Weekly Practice Log and Personal Reflections
This form used for applied study in MUSC 601 Applied Piano, MUSC 602 Applied Organ,
MUSC 603 Applied Voice, MUSC 604 Applied Woodwind, MUSC 605 Applied Brass,
MUSC 606 Applied Percussion, MUSC 607 Applied String, MUSC 614 Applied Choral
Conducting, and MUSC 615 Applied Instrumental Conducting
NAME:
Practice Log: Daily practice log with documentation of music practice required.
Monday

•

Tuesday

Documented Practice Week of ________
Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Student Practice Assessment - ________________ Points Earned

100 Points
*Student practiced
a minimum 6
hours – six days a
week

85 Points
*Student practiced
a minimum of 6
hours – four-five
days a week

70 Points
*Student practiced
a minimum of 6
hours – one to
three days a week

60 Points
*Student practiced
between two and
five hours during
the week

0 Points
* Student did not
practice
* Student did not
submit practice
log

Personal Reflections:
Set two goals you will work to achieve this week.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

COMMENTS: What did you do during the week to accomplish these goals? Do you feel like you were
successful? Why or Why Not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Applied Lesson Repertoire Card
Name:
Instrument:

Instructor:

Semester: Fall Spring Summer

Year ________

Course Number: MUSC ____________

Performance Level at the Beginning of Semester:
Repertoire List
Start
Date

#

Duration

Period
Code*

Composer & Title

Complete
Date

Mem


Jury


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Recital Performance
Date

No. from
above

Recital (student, studio, etc.)

Jury Summary
Juror
1
2

Grade

Final Course Grades
Lesson
Grade

x80%=

Jury
Grade

x20%=

Student remains on level:

Student promoted to level:

3
Jury Grade

Final Performance Level

Final Grade

APPLIED LESSON GRADE CARD
Name:
Instrument:

Lesson
No.

Date

Instructor:

Grade

Practice
Log

Instructor
Initials

Student
Initials

Comments

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Average Lesson Grade

Enter on other side under Final Course Grade
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Appendix D
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Performance Listening Descriptive
Performance Listening Descriptives provide a concrete method by which musician compare and
contrast performance recordings, identify elements to implement into personal performance, and
develop critical listening skills.
ESTABLISHING CONTEXT
Select two different recordings for selected composition studied during the semester. Prepare
‘Listening Descriptives’ with both critiques for each work.
Part I: Essential Data
• Student name
• Title of the composition being analyzed
• Essential information about the performance being reviewed
o Name of performance ensemble
o Method of performance (audio CD, YouTube, other internet sources)
o Date of Performance
Part I: Establishing Aural Context (In paragraph or bulleted form)
1. Describe in detail the musical elements you heard.
a. Projection of melody
b. Use of harmonic color (identify measures of importance)
c. Rhythmic elements
d. Comment on the tempo and dynamics
e. Do any elements (melody, harmony, rhythm, form, dynamics, tempo) change as the
composition progresses? If so, which elements change and in what manner?
2. How does the music express the words through melody, harmony, rhythm, tempo, dynamics,
and accompaniment?
Part II: Establishing Context (In paragraph form)
1. Provide a one paragraph historical summary on the composer of the work.
2. Write a one paragraph historical summary of the work you selected? Include the year the
composition was written and other characteristics the composer and author of the text feel
necessary for the listener to know in order to establish understanding.
Part III: Personal Reaction (In paragraph form)
1. Prepare a paragraph reflection describing your personal reactions to the work selected.
2. Which elements of the recording would you like to implement into the ensemble performance
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Appendix E.1
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Instrumental Semester Jury Evaluation
Year/Semester
Name of Student
Instrument
Technical Studies and
Scales:
Performance Selection
and Duration:
Performance Evaluation:
Technique

Rhythm

Tone quality
Intonation
Musicality

Stage Presence

20-18 (A)
Superior note
accuracy

17 – 16 (B)
Periodic inaccuracies
minimally interfere
with performance

15-14 (C)
Minor errors
interfere with
musical flow

13-12 (D)
Numerous errors
negate musical
performance

11-1 (F)
Inaccuracies make
the musical piece
unrecognizable

Tempo, meter,
and rhythm
accurate and
secure
Superior tone
quality and
intonation
All aspects of
musical
expression reflect
musical
understanding
Superior Stage
Presence

Minimal rhythmic
inaccuracies
w/consistent tempo

Inconsistent
rhythm though
recognizable
tempo/meter
Inconsistent tone
quality/intonation

Unrecognizable
rhythm, tempo,
and meter

Expression is
present, but
poorly executed

Inaccurate
rhythm with
tempo/meter
inconsistencies
Numerous
problems with
tone/intonation
Very little
expression is
present

Good Stage
Presence

Fair Stage
Presence

Poor Stage
Presence

Small problems with
tone production/
intonation
Most aspects of
expression properly
executed but
inconsistently
Excellent Stage
Presence

Total

Poor in all aspects
of tone/intonation
Overall lack of
musical
expression

Total ______ (100 points
maximum)

Comments: (Continue on reverse side if needed)

Semester Jury Evaluation Final Grade:

Faculty Signature_______________________________________ Date: ______________
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Appendix E.2
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Vocal Semester Jury Evaluation
Year/Semester
Name of Student
Years in formal vocal
training:
Sight Singing Exercise:
Performance Selection
and Duration:
Performance Evaluation:
Note, rhythm,
tempo accuracy
(10)
Vocal
Technique (30)

Tone quality
Intonation (30)

A
(10-9)
Excellent mechanical
accuracy and security

B
(8)
Minimal inaccuracies in
rhythm/note but with
consistent tempo

(30-27)
Excellent in body
alignment; breath
management; vocal
placement and
resonance; relaxed and
spacious singing area
(30-27)
Superior tone quality
and intonation

(26-24)
Good overall vocal
techniques with minor
technical problems

Diction (15)

(15-14)
Vowels are produced
properly; consonants
are explosive and crisp;
accurate foreign
language pronunciation

Musicality
Expressiveness
Performance
quality (15)

(15-14)
All aspects of musical
expression reflect
musical understanding;
excellent stage presence
and facial expression

C
(7-6)
Inconsistent
rhythm/note though
recognizable
tempo/meter
(23-21)
Fair vocal techniques
but need some works

D-F
(Below 5)
Inaccurate rhythm/note
with tempo
inconsistencies

(26-24)
Small problems with
tone production and
intonation
(13-12)
Good overall diction
but with minor
problems

(23-21)
Inconsistent tone
quality and
intonation
(11-10)
Fair diction but need
more consonants;
foreign language
diction need some
improvement

(13-12)
Most aspects of
expression properly
executed but
inconsistently; good
stage presence and
facial expression

(12-10)
Expression is present
but poorly executed;
fair stage presence
and facial expression

(Below 20)
Poor in all aspects of
tone quality and
intonation
(Below 9)
Poor in all aspects of
diction (vowels are not
articulate well,
consonants are not
crisp, and foreign
language pronunciation
needs substantial
improvement
(Below 9)
Very little expression is
present; weak stage
presence and lack of
facial expression

Score

(Below 20)
Poor in all aspects of
vocal techniques

Total

Comments: (Continue on reverse side if needed)
Semester Jury Evaluation Final Grade:
Faculty Signature ______________________________________; Date: ______________
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Appendix E.3
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Applied Conducting Semester Jury Evaluation
Year/Semester
Name of Student
Number of semester in
conducting program
Musical Selection and
Duration:
Conducting Evaluation
Score Study and Analysis (40 points)

A

B

C

D-F

Score and comments

Style analysis (understanding on the composer and the
work) (15 points)
Structural analysis and thematic/harmonic
understanding
Awareness of texture/density
Quality of score marking (15 points)
Relationship of the text to the overall form for the work
(choral conductor only)

Conducting Gestures (60 points)
Posture and hand position
Eye contact and facial expression
Preparatory beat and release of prep beat (eye contact,
breathing, tempo, dynamics, etc.)
Beat pattern
Clear ictus
Steadiness of beat/tempo
Cueing
Fermata
Release
Independence of hands (effectiveness of the left hand)
Dynamics
Expression (how well does the gesture communicate the
music)
Phrasing
Performance practice and stylistic appropriateness

Total Score (100 points)

Comments: (Continue on reverse side if needed)
Semester Jury Evaluation Final Grade:
Faculty Signature ______________________________________; Date: ______________
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Appendix F.1
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MUSC 631/641 Practicum Log Summary
Practicum Log Summary 2012
Rehearsal Date

Ensemble

Preparation Time

Time of Rehearsal
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Appendix F.2
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MUSC 631/641 Conducting Practicum Reflections
Name:___________________________________________________________________
Practicum Ensemble:______________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________________________________________________

Provide detailed description of ‘rehearsal lesson plan’ prior to rehearsal.

Provide post-rehearsal personal narrative and reflection (Comments on what went well in
rehearsal/performance and also comments on items in need of improvement).

Personal Reflections: Narrative critique of conducting and rehearsal skills suggestions to improve
gestural communication in the following areas: psychomotor skills, interpretive Skills,
communication skills, leadership skills, rehearsal effectiveness, etc.

Set two goals you will work to achieve this week.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
COMMENTS: What did you do during the week to accomplish these goals? Do you feel like you
were successful? Why or Why Not?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Appendix F.3
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MUSC 631/641 Conductor Evaluation
Conductor: _________________________________

I. Score analysis/marking and conducting techniques
Score Study and Analysis (30 points)

A

B

C

D-F

Score and comments

A

B

C

D-F

Score and comments

Style analysis (understanding on the composer and the
work)
Structural analysis and thematic/harmonic understanding
Awareness of texture/density
Quality of score marking
Relationship of the text to the overall form for the work
(choral conductor only)
Conducting Gestures (70 points)
Posture and hand position
Eye contact and facial expression
Preparatory beat and release of prep beat (eye contact,
breathing, tempo, dynamics, etc.)
Beat pattern
Clear ictus
Steadiness of beat/tempo
Cueing
Fermata
Release
Independence of hands (effectiveness of the left hand)
Dynamics
Expression (how well does the gesture communicate the
music)
Phrasing
Performance practice and stylistic appropriateness
Grade

II. Rehearsal Techniques and Leadership Skills
Rehearsal Techniques
Preparation for rehearsal
Warm-up selections and their effectiveness
Use of vocal demonstration (choral conductor only)
Communication skills (eye contact, use of verbal imagery,
economy of speech)
Clarity of instructions
Pace (flow and sequence)
Listening skills--identification of technical and music
problems
Clarity and effectiveness of instruction for fixing identified
problems
Response to ensemble questions
Leadership Skills
Self confidence
Energy level
Attitude
Working relationship with ensemble
Working relationship with accompanist
Grade
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Appendix F.4
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Practicum Ensemble Video Tape Self-Review and Reflective Narratives
Critique on your conducting and suggest ways in which can improve your gestural communication.
1. Posture
Head
Shoulders
Torso
Hips
Hands
Feet
2. Facial expression
Eyes
Mouth
3. Effectiveness of conducting patterns
Ictus
Rebound
Articulation
4. Effectiveness of verbal communication
5. Most positive ability
6. Most in Need of Improvement
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Appendix G.1
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MUSC 699: Graduate Project Conducting Recital Evaluation
Name of student
Performing
ensemble
Name of
evaluator
Evaluator’s
recommendation:

Performance
date
Rehearsal period
Evaluator’s
position/rank
Pass ___ Fail ___

Evaluator’s comments:

Evaluator signature:

__________________________________, date:__________________________

Student signature: __________________________________, date: ______________________________

Attach a copy of graduate recital program with this evaluation sheet.
I. SCORE SELECTION/STUDY
Exceptional
Quality and
appropriateness of
musical selections
Quality of program
notes
Quality of references
Understanding on the
composer and the
work
Structural (thematic)
understanding
Harmonic
understanding
The relationship of
the text to the overall
form for the work
Awareness of
texture/density
Score markings and
preparations

Good

Needs to
Improve

Evaluator’s comments

*Choral conducting student only
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II. REHEARSAL TECHNIQUES
Exceptional

Good

Needs to
improve

Warm-ups selections
and their effectiveness
Use of vocal
demonstration
Listening skills—
identification of
technical/musical
problems
Clarity of instruction
for fixing indentified
problems.
Flow/sequence and
rehearsal of pace
Eye contact and facial
expression
Use of verbal imagery
and economy of speech
Response to ensemble
questions
Overall effectiveness
of the rehearsal

Evaluator’s comments

*Choral conducting student only

III. CONDUCTING SKILLS
Exceptional
Posture/hand position
Preparatory beat (eye
contact, breathing,
indication of tempo
dynamics and
articulation, etc)
Beat pattern
(articulation, tempo,
dynamics, etc)
Clarity of ictus
Steadiness of beat
Fermatas(s)
Effectiveness of left
hand (cueing and
dynamics, etc)
Cut off (release)
How well does the
gesture communicate
the music?
Overall conducting
effectiveness

Good

Needs to
improve

Evaluator’s comments
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IV. INTERPRETIVE SKILLS
Appropriateness of
tempi selections
Dynamics
Expression
Phrasing
Stylistic awareness/
performance practice
considerations

V. LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Self confidence
Energy level
Attitude
Working relationship
with ensemble
Working relationship
with
accompanist/soloist

VI. Student Self -Evaluation/Reflection
Complete a copy of this evaluation sheet and provide a reflective narrative outlining your
strengths, weaknesses, improvements made and those still needed.
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Appendix G.2
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
MUSC 699: Graduate Project Conducting
Research Analysis Paper and Program Notes
Preliminary Pages
Title Page

A B C D F
4 3 2 1 0

Table of Contents

4

3

2

1

0

Recital Program

4

3

2

1

0

Composition One: Add Title and Composer
1. All Research Units are present
a. Biographical Sketch
b. Circumstances of Composition
c. Musical Elements
d. Text Translation (if applicable)
e. Form and Analysis
f. Technical Considerations
g. Discography
h. Performance Review and Comparison
i. Bibliography
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar
Content (relevant and appropriate)
Organization/Structure (writing)
Citations (appropriate use)
Word Choice (precise/effective)
Quality of References (Groves-hard/int)
Bibliography in approved format

Composition Two: Add Title and Composer
1. All Research Units are present
a. Biographical Sketch
b. Circumstances of Composition
c. Musical Elements
d. Text Translation (if applicable)
e. Form and Analysis
f. Technical Considerations
g. Discography
h. Performance Review and Comparison
i. Bibliography
2. Correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar
3. Content (relevant and appropriate)
4. Organization/Structure (writing)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

4 3 2 1 0
4 3 2 1 0
4 3 2 1 0
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Citations (appropriate use)
Word Choice (precise/effective)
Quality of References (Groves-hard/int)
Bibliography in approved format

Composition Three: Add Title and Composer
1. All Research Units are present
a. Biographical Sketch
b. Circumstances of Composition
c. Musical Elements
d. Text Translation (if applicable)
e. Form and Analysis
f. Technical Considerations
g. Discography
h. Performance Review and Comparison
i. Bibliography
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar
Content (relevant and appropriate)
Organization/Structure (writing)
Citations (appropriate use)
Word Choice (precise/effective)
Quality of References (Groves-hard/int)
Bibliography in approved format

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1
1
1
1

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Continue as needed

Total Points Earned:
Total Points Available:
Research Program Notes Final Assessment Grade ______________________
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Appendix H.1
Master of Arts in Music – Performance Assessment Criteria
Sample Comprehensive Examination Questions
Music History and Literature (essay 2000-3000 words in length)
ESSAY ONE: Musical Genres
Sample Question One
Trace the evolution and development of the concerto from the Baroque to Classical Era. Begin your
discussion with the concerti of the Baroque Era. Examine the diversification of style and content in
the works labeled as ‘concerti to include composers, typical movements, and instrumentation. How
did the genre change during the classical era. What impact did the development of Sonata Form
have? How did Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Franz Joseph Haydn impact the genre?
Sample Question Two
The revival of Neoromantic English choral music became the hallmark of the late Victorian era into
the early decades of the twentieth century (1890-1930). Compositions by Ralph Vaughan Williams
(1872-1958), Gerald Finzi (1901-1956), Edward Bairstow (1874-1946), Edward Elgar (1857-1934),
Herbert Howells (1892-1983), and Charles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924) displayed an originality not
seen since George Frederic Handel (1685-1759), thus earning these composers a high level of esteem,
respect, and international attention. Chronicle this important era of English Music. Examine
important composers, detail specific works, and identify the characteristics unique to this choral
tradition.
Example: Practical Application
Select a composition by Percy Grainger intended for Elementary Band (sixth grade beginning band
grade or Virginia Band and Orchestra Grade I), Middle School Band (Virginia Band and Orchestra
Grade II/III), High School Band (Virginia Band and Orchestra Grade IV/V) and Collegiate Wind
Ensemble (Grade VI). This work can be the same composition (i.e. Country Gardens) transcribed for
each ensemble OR select a different work for each performing group. As a practicing music educator,
discuss score preparation, expression markings, technical consideration, and conducting challenges
that you expect to encounter for each selection.
Example: Score Study, Preparation, and Conducting Performance
Include a synopsis of
1. Historical Background
2. Read the Score
3. Examine the rhythmic structure and pacing
4. Analyses: Harmonic, phrase, and form
5. Learn each individual line and be able to sing each part
6. Transpositions
7. Make musical decisions
8. Conducting
9. References/Bibliography
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Appendix H.2
Master of Arts in Music – Comprehensive Examination
Assessment Criteria
Student Name: ____________________; Date: _______________
I. Music History
Students will demonstrate understanding of choral, orchestral, or band repertoire in its
historical context and understand various aspects of musical style and historical
performance practice. Overall assessment for ALL graduate recital musical selections
combined. (Pass = 20 or more points --- Fail = 19.9 or less points)
High
Low
Content is relevant and appropriate
5 4 3 2 1 0
Organization/Structure (writing)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Citations (appropriate use)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Word Choice (precise/effective)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Bibliography in approved format
5 4 3 2 1 0
Music History and Literature Assessment (Points Earned / Pass or Fail): __________

II. Music Theory
Students will analyze and mark scores in a manner that demonstrates command of
musical elements, conducting considerations, and pedagogic considerations. Overall
assessment for ALL graduate recital musical selections combined. (Pass = 20 or more
points --- Fail = 19.9 or less points)
High
Low
Musical Elements Content (relevant and appropriate)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Form and Analysis Content
5 4 3 2 1 0
Performance Considerations Content
5 4 3 2 1 0
Organization/Structure (writing)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Word Choice (precise/effective)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Music Theory (Points Earned / Pass or Fail): ________
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III. Practical Application
Students will apply conducting knowledge and skills to practical conducting settings.
Overall assessment for ALL graduate recital musical selections combined.
(Pass = 20 or more points --- Fail = 19.9 or less points)
High
Low
Contents Relevant and Appropriate
5 4 3 2 1 0
Score Preparation
5 4 3 2 1 0
Musical Considerations
5 4 3 2 1 0
Technical Challenges (performers)
5 4 3 2 1 0
Conducting Challenges
5 4 3 2 1 0
Practical Application (Points Earned / Pass or Fail): ________

IV. Score Analysis and Conducting Preparation
Students will demonstrate an overall understanding of conducting skills through
discussion of the various elements of conducting preparation. Overall assessment for
ALL graduate recital musical selections combined.
(Pass = 20 or more points --- Fail = 19.9 or less points)
High
Low
Historical Background
5 4 3 2 1 0
Score Analysis:
Examination of rhythmic structure and pacing
5 4 3 2 1 0
Analysis of harmony, phrasing, and form
5 4 3 2 1 0
Ability to sing each individual line of the score
5 4 3 2 1 0
Transpositions
5 4 3 2 1 0
Score Study, Preparation, and Conducting (Points Earned / Pass or Fail): ________

Comprehensive Exam Assessment Rubric
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Music History
Music Theory
Practical Application
Score Analysis and Conducting Preparation

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

FINAL GRADE:___________________________________
Faculty Signatures: _____________________________; _______________________________

